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A serious advantage of taking a compTIA network course is the truth that it will probably reinforce
your theoretical information to be able to successfully hurdle the comptia network certification exam.

A CompTIA A+ Certification is your key in gaining an edge within the very aggressive and profitable
info know-how industry.  Most computers right now run on complicated and sophisticated computer
networks that want expert and professional info technology professionals that require a certain
degree of authority to know easy methods to create, troubleshoot, preserve and operate these
advanced-networking systems.

Comptia or the pc expertise trade association is a bunch that advocates the development of data
expertise professionals by giving out educational instruments, offering certification in several IT
fields equivalent to computer restore, security and networking to name a couple of and likewise
politically advocate for the development of expertise in the IT industry.

A technician wants to copy the entire documents and settings folder and subfolders to a new
computer. Which of the following commands should the technician use?

A.	EDIT

B.	XCOPY

C.	COPY/A

D.	MOVE

Answer: B

With a purpose to get compTIA network certification you'll want to pass an examination.  This exam
is a a hundred point a number of choice test that focuses on different facets of pc network
technologies that embody practical and sound theoretical information of the essential competencies
wanted to run and keep a pc network. You must end the examination in ninety minutes and get a
score of 720 or better to be able to hurdle the exam.  There aren't any preconditions on taking the
test.  Nevertheless, it's endorsed that candidates vie for not less than the A+ certification in laptop
restore plus not less than 9 months working within the area as a community assist specialist or as a
community technician in order to fully grasp the competencies and abilities set required to develop
into an authorized network specialist.

One of many methods you'll be able to go about getting that is enrolling in a comptia network course
coaching class or seminar.  There are numerous on-line network course modules available. A few of
the most helpful are those being given out by comptia themselves.  You possibly can check their
web site for the assorted compTIA network seminars available.  You may have the choice of taking
the review course online if it is not geographically possible for you to travel to an accredited training
heart or you possibly can take a evaluation course at a local people school or vocational college to
assist nice tune your theoretical knowledge.

A laptop reports the following RAM configuration. Assuming RAM is the same price per Mb, which
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of the following would be the least expensrve upgrade to the laptop to give it 12GB of RAM?
Memory 3lots 2

DRAM Frequency 661.0 MHz

Memory Timings 9-9-9-24 (CL-RCD-RP-RA3)

Device Locator Slot 1

Capacity 4096 MBytes

Memory Type DDR3 (PC3-10700)

Speed 667 MHz (DDR3 1333)

Supported Frequencies 457.1 MHz, 533.3 MHz, 609.5 MHz, 685.7 MHz

EPP SPD Support No

XMP SPD Support No Device Locator Slot 2

Capacity 2048 MBytes

Memory Type DDR3 (PC3-10700)

Speed 667 MHz (DDR3 1333)

Supported Frequencies 457.1 MHz, 533.3 MHz, 609.5 MHz, 685.7 MHz

EPP SPD Support No

XMP SPD Support No

A.	Two 6Gb DDR3 PC 10700 RAM modules

B.	One 10Gb DDR3 PC10700 RAM module

C.	One 8Gb DDR3 PC12800 RAM module

D.	One 6Gb DDR3 PC12800 RAM module

Answer: C

Another useful benefit of taking a A+ Certification training course is you may be guided accordingly
on the correct ways and techniques of handling the different applied sciences that comprise a
computer network.  This will of course include troubleshooting and searching for weaknesses in a
security network that hackers could take advantage of in an effort to steal vital company or security
data.  This is an important aspect that you have to excel in if you wish to work for the US Division of
Protection or any main IT corporation like Dell and Ricoh that recognizes the compTIA community
certification.

By taking a network course, it is possible for you to to reconcile what you discovered from the sector
assuming that you simply had previous expertise working as a pc community technician. The
compTIA network certification does not have any preconditions earlier than you are taking the take a
look at however they extremely suggest getting at the least nine months of subject expertise in
addition to an A+ comptia certification in computer restore before attempting to take a crack at the
community examination. If you are able to efficiently hurdle the examination, you turn out to be a



part of an elite group of knowledge technology specialists that possess the required information and
abilities to handle the delicate computer networks within the world.
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To make sure quality coaching for aspiring individuals, plenty of establishments have been set up to
examine candidates. One such example is the Pc Know-how Trade Association, popularly often
called CompTIA. It affords coaching in major laptop fields with its numerous certifications, the most
common being a A+ Certificate certification.
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